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AMICUS CURIAE STATEMENT OF INTEREST  

     The present amicus curiae, David Boyle  

(hereinafter, “Amicus”),1 is respectfully filing this 

Brief in Support of Petitioner in Case 13-672 

(“Easton”).2 Interestingly, when Amicus was back in 

high school, an adventurous senior there tried to get 

printed, as her yearbook quote, the words at the end 

of James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), viz., “he could feel 

my breasts all perfume yes[,] and yes I said yes I will 

Yes”, id. Not surprisingly, the school administration 

did not allow this to happen. Amicus wishes this 

tradition of common sense and decency to continue.  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

     The Third Circuit opinion below invites an 

oversexualized and destructive environment for 

schoolchildren, and should be reversed. 

ARGUMENT 

I. SCHOOL VERSUS “HOOTERS” 

     In this holiday season when we remember a 

perfect Child, we also remember that many children 

are hardly perfect and behave badly. Also behaving 

badly are adults who slip those children lewd and 

corruptive materials. The Court should let Easton 

and other school districts protect our children. 

                                                           
1 No party or its counsel wrote or helped write this brief, or 

gave money to its writing or submission, see S. Ct. R. 37. 

Amicus obtained from both parties permission to write a brief.   
2 Easton Area Sch. Dist. v. B.H., a Minor, By and Through Her 

Mother, Jennifer Hawk, et al., 725 F.3d 293 (3d Cir. 2013), pet. 

for cert. pending (U.S. Dec. 5, 2013). 
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     After all, school is not “Hooters”3. A school 

administration, being delegated a role (if not quite in 

loco parentis) over minors by the school board and 

the local voters who elect that board, may regulate 

behavior in a way that adult establishments may 

not. Since youngsters are clever, they will, while on 

school property, often find ways to avoid per se 

lewdness by using double entendre or other evasive 

devices. Should school districts be disarmed from 

fighting against these tricks in an effective manner? 

     For example: what if there were a local problem 

with cats being held in questionable confinement, 

and instead of employing “Save the Cats” or such 

sensible slogan, some schoolyard wag passed out 

wristbands saying “Everybody Loves P-ssies” or 

“Free P-ssy Now!” (brackets not in original)? (Excuse 

Amicus’ French, so to speak, but he is trying to 

illustrate what could happen.) Under the Third 

Circuit’s mistaken rationale, a school district likely 

could not prevent that disruptive nonsense from 

happening, especially since one synonymous word for 

“cat” is “pussy”, after all. And everyone would be at 

the mercy of the wag, supra, who is taking perverse 

advantage of the situation, authority being impotent. 

     Another example: the French Connection clothing 

company in Britain, infamously, uses the acronym 

“FCUK” as its logo, see, e.g., Wikipedia, French 

Connection (clothing).4 Anyway, what if an 

elementary-school principal were cutting back on the 

library budget, as allowed by the school board (thus, 

                                                           
3 “Hooters” of course being an infamous “breastaurant” (focus 

tending towards mammaries, not the meal). 
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Connection_(clothing) (as 

of Dec. 23, 2013, at 14:53 GMT). 
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a “political/social issue”); and in protest, students 

made T-shirts that said, “FCUK PRINCIPAL 

SKINNER, BRING BACK THE BOOKS”? Or how 

about, “PUT THE FCUKING BOOKS BACK IN 

THE MOTHERFCUKING LIBRARY”? Under the 

Third Circuit’s frightening logic, what exactly would 

prevent students from doing that, as long as they are 

not using per se lewdness?—and of course, the whole 

point of the clothiers’ using the word “FCUK” is to 

avoid per se lewdness, though walking right next to 

it and playing games with the censor thereby. So the 

appeals court has left a loophole wide enough for a 

whole fleet of Mack trucks to drive through. Or a 

whole lot of kids to be corrupted through.  

     (Not that “slippery slope” arguments are even 

needed here; the “b-obies” mess itself has slipped far 

down the slope and caused serious ugliness and 

embarrassment already.) 

II. FRASER AND PHRASING; OR, WATCHING 

ONE’S WANTON WORDS 

     Indeed, the Third Circuit’s misinterpretation of 

Bethel School District v. Fraser (478 U.S. 675 (1986)) 

is difficult to believe. It seems that that lower court 

might be more uncomfortable with the phrasing of 

bracelets saying “Save the tits”, even when the 

context clearly refers to birds (e.g., the sombre tit, 

Poecile lugubris), than with “b-obies” obviously 

referring to breasts, not to blue-footed boobies (Sula 

nebouxii); or “b-obs” (not meaning “idiots”); “kn-

ckers” (not meaning door-knockers); etc. Good grief.  

     But higher-level case law may know better. Cf., 

e.g., Brown v. Entm’t Merchs. Ass’n, 131 S. Ct. 2729 

(2011) (reiterating that sexual material may be 
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grounds for restricting free speech re minors); New 

York v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747 (1982): “[W]e have 

sustained legislation aimed at protecting the 

physical and emotional wellbeing of youth even 

when the laws have operated in the sensitive area of 

constitutionally protected rights. . . . The prevention 

of sexual exploitation and abuse of children 

constitutes a government objective of surpassing 

importance.” Id. at 758 (White, J.). Also, see Am. 

Psychol. Ass’n, Task Force on the Sexualization of 

Girls, Report of the APA Task Force on the 

Sexualization of Girls (2010):5 

     If girls learn that sexualized 

behavior and appearance are approved 

of and rewarded by society . . . . they 

are likely to internalize these 

standards, thus engaging in self-

sexualization. . . . 

     . . . . 

[Sexual] comments [on television] 

typically focused on women’s bodies or 

body parts, especially breasts, which 

were referred to as jugs, boobs, 

knockers, hooters, cookware, and canned 

goods. . . . 

     . . . . 

[T]he sexualization of girls is likely to 

have numerous negative consequences 

for society and its other members, 

including boys [and] men . . . . 

Id. at 2, 5, 30. 

                                                           
5 http://www.apa.org/pi/women/programs/girls/report-full.pdf. 
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     Thus, Easton’s wise refusal to “approve[ ] of”, id. 

at 2, terms like “b-obies”, cf. id. at 5, should help 

students avoid “internaliz[ing oversexualized] 

standards”, id. at 2. Unless the Court disallows 

Easton that leeway, and students suffer thereby. 

III. HOW LEWD LANGUAGE HURTS, NOT 

HELPS, CHARITABLE CAUSES 

     Moreover, there seems to be some floating 

assumption that using “b-obies” is excusable because 

it may help bring attention to breast cancer, on sort 

of a “wet T-shirt theory” of social activism. (On that 

absurd theory, then, maybe Gandhi wore only a 

loincloth so people would think he was “sexy”?) 

     But it is actually counterproductive to do this, as 

has been observed about similar phenomena, e.g., 

the animal-rights group PETA using naked women 

to protest meat-eating (a technique which turns 

those women into “meat” themselves?), so that the 

medium may corrupt and overshadow the message. 

See, e.g., Mary Elizabeth Williams, Surprise, PETA! 

Sex doesn’t sell, Salon, Dec. 20, 2013, 7:54 a.m.,6  

Two new University of Queensland 

studies . . . have found that when 

subjects view sexy PETA ads, 

“Intentions to support the ethical 

organization were reduced[, and] 

behaviors helpful to the ethical cause 

diminished after viewing the sexualized 

advertisements.” . . . 

     . . . .  

                                                           
6 http://www.salon.com/2013/12/20/surprise_peta_sex_ 

doesnt_sell/. 
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. . . Advertising consultant Jane Caro 

[says], “Sex only sells if you are trying 

to sell sex.” You want to sell ethics? Try 

using ethical behavior. 

Id. See also, e.g., Liz Szabo, Sexy breast cancer 

campaigns anger many patients, USA Today, Oct. 

30, 2012, 4:51 p.m.,7  

 

     “I don’t see [a] porn site [which used 

the breast-cancer issue to increase  

Internet traffic] to be much different 

from the ‘Feel your boobies’ T-shirts,” 

says [Gayle] Sulik, [author of Pink 

Ribbon Blues,] referring to the 

Pennsylvania-based Feel Your Boobies 

Foundation. “It sexually objectifies 

women, trivializes breast cancer . . . 

and uses the objectified woman as 

window dressing for the profit-making 

machine.” 

Id. 

   Essentially, the adult distributors of “b-obies” 

bracelets are exploiting young people in a corruptive 

way, and with little redeeming value added. Making 

one’s fellows endure having to see bracelets saying 

“b-obies” may even constitute a sort of low-level 

sexual harassment. (Especially if some boys wear the 

bracelet?) Minors might not enjoy being punished for 

lewd expression; but maybe young “lovers” don’t like 

being punished under statutory rape laws, either.  

                                                           
7 http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2012/10/30/ 

patients-decry-sexualization-of-breast-cancer/1630911/. 
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     What terrible, fascistic “chilling effect” will 

supposedly occur, anyway, just because children in 

Easton couldn’t use “b-obies” any more? Not much, 

one imagines. Maybe there’d even be a reverse 

chilling effect, or “warming effect”, i.e., children 

might have to use their brains and think of some 

more creative verbiage or display, that may actually 

draw more attention to breast cancer proper. 

*  *  * 

     Amicus often tends toward freedom of expression, 

and once even visited a former school of his to speak 

against mandatory school uniforms there. However, 

to let “free speech” be a fig leaf for corruption and 

disruption in schools is not required by the First 

Amendment. And it insults breast-cancer sufferers, 

of whom Amicus personally knows several, to taint 

their struggle with crude language, language which 

is virtually a cancer in itself. Our children deserve 

better. We all deserve better. 

CONCLUSION 

     Amicus respectfully asks the Court to grant the 

petition for certiorari; and humbly thanks the Court 

for its time and consideration.  

 

January 2, 2014             Respectfully submitted,                                                                                      

                                              David Boyle  

                                                 Counsel of Record  

                                              P.O. Box 15143 

                                              Long Beach, CA 90815  

                                              dbo@boyleslaw.org 

                                              (734) 904-6132    
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